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Cultivation of Hops*
Tbe following excellent paper on the cultivation of hope

in Gippsland was read by Mr. A. W. Howitt, at a recent

meeting of the Gippsland Agricultural Society : —

SELECTION OF THE GROUND.
' It is difficult to imagine that the hop could thrive

anywhere more luxuriantly than in the rich, moist, alluvial
soil whieh borders the River Mitchell, and some of the
richest of the soil is found between the Mitchell River and
its blanches, locally known as the Backwater. It was

here, and in part of the Bairnsdale pre-emptive right, that
the first Bairnsdale hop plantations were established as an

Lake Wellington, was the pioneer hopgrower of Gipps
land. The interval between the Mitchell River and the

Backwater is liable to more or less complete inundation,
whenever the river is raised by rains or the melting of

snow. 1 have not, however, found that the hop plants
have suffered from this, unless where there has been a

current which has swept the soil from them, or where the
surface of the ground has been so low that the flood waters
have remained on the plants more than a very few days.
I think that even a difference of level of less than two feet
would determine whether hops would or would not suffer

injury. In selecting ground for a plantation, it is therefore

necessary to consider whether floods are likely to spread

over and remain for any time upon it ; it is also most

necessaty that hops should be exposed as little as possible to

high winds, such as blow in Gippsland from the west and
? south-west. 1 have found that such winds have a most

injurious action in braising the bines against each other or

against the poles when growing, or by breaking down the

poles bodily when the hops have thrown out laterals and

are full of bloom. The Mitchell valley is much sheltered,

but even there it is most advisable to create shelter by
planting quick-growing hedges and break-winds.

PREPARING THE GROUND.

' Assuming the land to have been selected and cleared,

and the rcots followed for a depth of at least 20 inches, it

must then be well broken up to as great a depth as possible.
' It ought to be eubBoiled, and I bave found that a very

good condition may be obtained by two ploughs following

each other in the same furrow. The ground is then care

fully harrowed down and rolled.

PLANTING THE GROUND.

' The ground having been got ready, and the direction of

the rows having been determined upon, the next step is to

mark out where each hop plant or crown-set is to be placed.

This must be carried out with scrupulous exactitude, so that

whichever way the rows are looked at the plants will be line

in line. No plant must stand out of the row. for otherwise
it would be liable during cultivation to have its bines

seriously injured bythenidget or other horse instrument

used in tilling the groupd. The best distance at which the

hop plants shonld stand I have found to be 7 feet each way.
If the distance is less than this — as say 6 feet— I have
found that the hops become entangled at the tops, and form

a shade which prevents the sunlight reaching the lower
laterals. In marking out the ground I have used a sur

veyor's chain, accurately marked at such distances as it is

intended to plant the hops. The chain being placed along
the direction in which it is intended the rows shall run,
the two men using it wslk towards each other, each

ha\ing with him a bundle of 'marks' of suitable

length, one of which he places in the ground at

each of the places marked off in tbe chain. Perhaps the



each of the places marked off in tbe chain. Perhaps the
most convenient marks that can be used are pieces of reed

about 18 inches or 2 feet in length. They can be

obtained readily in almost all places where hops are being
planted. The marks being placed in the ground, the chain .

is now shifted, and the process
repeated until the whole

ground is marked off. If the process is carried out with care,
and the rows of 'marks

' examined and foundto be regular in

every direction, the ground may be considered as ready for
planting. Where bedded sets are used, each one must of

course De carefully planted out, so that its '
crown

' is as

exactly as possible in the position occupied by the mark,,
which it is well to replace so as to indicate the rows until

the plants are above ground. Where - crown-sets
'

are

used, they may be dibbled in so that the two
'

eyes
'

which must be left are about a couple of inches below the

surface. When crown-sets are used, not much may be

expected from them the first season, as they will have quite

enough to do to establish themselves, yet I have found it

decidedly advisable to place some kind of pole for them to

climb ; it ia then easier to keep the ground clean, and any
little

crop there is helps to pay expenses. The hops will!

be all the better next year for being attended to than by
being allowed, as 1 have seen, to run wild. As the hop is

a dioecious /lant, that is, has the male flowers on one plant,

and the female flower on another, it is necessary to plant
ont some

' male hops
' in one ground, and in doing so

attention should be paid to the quarter from which the

prevalent wind comes, and to plant the ' male'hops '
on

that side of the ground. The hops cultivated at Bairns
dale are two principal varieties — one early, end the other
late. These are known locally by various names, but I

cannot say with certainty what their true designates are.

The bulk of the crop is from a hop which is probably the
late or Flemish grape hop. The two crops become ready
for picking at an interval of about three weeks apart. The

great desideratum now is to find some hop which will ome

in between the two.

PROCESS OF CULTIVATION.
' In former yeare it was usual to prune the hops at the

commencement of August, bat I observe that the practice

now seems to be to delay it till about the middle of the
month. Bnt before pruning — indeed, the earlier the better
— the ground should be carefully turned up with a one-horse

plough, leathering the furrows to the oentre of the row and

leaving just bo much unploughed as will contain the plants
uninjured. If the ploughing has been done early it may be

cross-ploughed ; it not long before pruning it may be

well to prune first and then crom-plough, atterwards harrow

ing with a small harrow and breaking down with the horse
' nidget.' The pruning operations, cr rather the turning

over of the ground surrounding the plants where they are

pruned, are all restricted to the small square left unworbea.

The soil is carefullv removed from the plant with a blunt or

round-edged hoe, so that the crown of the plaqt and the

lateral runners are laid bare without injuring the plant,
j

The crown is pruned close, and the lateral roots cut off ana

removed, and the soil carefully returned wad piled np over

the plant. Where manure is used other than farmyard, or

oilier dung of such a kind that requires to be ploughed or

filled in, it may be applied most advantageously by spread

ing it round the hop plant where the soil has been forked

away, and by being mixed with the soil reliuscd to the plant

after pruning is completed. I have slwaj s regarded the

question of manure as one of very great importance to the

It waa soon after



hopgrower. It waa soon after first planting my hopground

at Bairns Jale tbat I commenced to experiment on tbe effect

produced by applying manure. I soon satisfied myself
that, even in tbe rich land of the Mitchell Ii\ck water ,

its

application was highly advantageous. After manuring tor

two years I discontinued for one season, with the result of a

crop'less in amount than that gathered the previous season.

Hopgrowers have in Gippsland mainly to rely on artificial

manures. In England, farmjard manure, fish, and old

woollen materials have been largely used, the latter being, it

ia said, most valuable in supplying to the hop the con

stituents which it specially requiree. In eome places,

the hop biaea are subjected t- variom processes
— even, I

believe, passed through chaff-cutters— to Teduoe them to

such fragments as can be readily dug or easily buried in the

ground. But thise plans are Lot followed in Gippslaad so

far as I am aware. The principal point which I nave en

deavoured to aitn at has be.n to supply the hop with those

constituents which it especially requires to abstract from

the soil. Among these phospnoric acid and lime form a

l^rge percentage. In my experience perhaps the best way
of supplying those constituents is by mixing fine ground

boneaust or, better still, superphosphate of Jime

when it can be found in a reliable form, with the

soil that has been removed during the process

of pruning. The hop by this means is ampl-;
supplied with plant foJd froui the first commencement

of its year's «iO wth. In addition to this, I find it advany

tageous to apply a dressing of Peruvian guano at the time

when the.plants are
* hilled pp.' The young bines have

by that time good hold of the poles, ana the guano gives

tbein increased vigorous and healthy growth. These two

classes of artificial manures BUpply those mineral constitu

ents which the hop especially requires to take up in a soluble

form from the soil. In order to keep the ground in good
order, and free from weeds, the ' nidget

' is kept going
constantly. Continual stirring of the ground, a liberal uso

of manure, and constant irrigation from the time at latest

when the lateral bines show, I regard as essential to success

iu hopgrowing. The ne.vt proceeding is to plant the poles

in the ground, and my rule fcas been to place them one

inch deep for every foot cf their lengths. Whero three

poles are used, they should be placed to as to form a triangle,

having the hop plant in the centre, but not so near to it a*

to injure its roots. Tbe poles should be bo placed as to

obstruct little of the sunlight from those behind, and they
should spread a little outwards. If it were possible to look

down upon a hope-round newly poled, the tops of the poles

should be as neatly as possible equidistant from each
other all over it. The poles now ucei ate almost all ti- tree,

cut on the margin of the Gippsland lakes and their back
waters. 1 have UBed stringybark poles peeled and watle,
but on tho whole the most satisfactory are the ti-tree. The

extraordinary demand for poles for hopgroonds, threatens

in a few yoars to make their cost a more serious item. For

present cost I refer to the estimate at the end of this paper.
When the poles are planted in the ground the next process
will be to tie

up the young bines, which by that time may be

about ready. There is, however, not immediate need of

doing this, if only the first strong pipey shoots have

appeared, which must be rejected, producing more leaves

and rank growth than hopblooms. Two bines of the

proper kind should be carefully trained ronnd each pole,

and it will ba necessary from time to time to go ever the

gtound, in order to help the weak ones to get a hold and to

replace those ties which have come loose. I observe that a

practice obtains of stripping the bads from the lower parts

of tbe shoots tied up eo as to prevent the growth of

runners, which would to be cut off. From this



runners, which would require to be cut off. From this

time forward the principal point should be to keep the

ground well worked and free from weeds, and, where it is

possible, to irrigate, unless the eaason is exceptionally moist.

I am inclined to think that it might be raid with tenth that

the number of the hopblooms depends upon manuring, and
their individual size upon irrigation. In the Bairnsdale dis
trict irrigation has been effected by pumping ahd by
raising water by

* lifter*.' The water is then conducted

in main ditches 8s required to the various parts of the

ground, and thence distributed in small farrows' drawn
between the rows. Tbe amount of water allowed to run at

one time must be carefully regulated or injury may be
done to the hops. It may be taken as a general rule that

hops will be ready for picking about six weeks after the
bloom — or as it ie technically called tho

*
burr' — appears,

and this a critical time, for much now depends on the favour
able or unfavourable weather, on irrigation, high winds,

&c.,asto the individual size of each hopbloom, whether
the hops fill out well or ill, or tuve much or

little

condition.'

(To be continued
.)


